Emil Schürer

Language: Anglais
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0001 1022 1163

Activities of Emil Schürer (11 resources in data.bnf.fr)

**Textual works (8)**

- The history of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus Christ 2 (1991)
- The History of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus Christ 3. - 1 (1986)
- The History of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus (1973)
- A History of the Jewish people in the time of Jesus Christ (1970)
- The History of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus Christ 3. - 2 (1987)
- The History of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus 2 (1979)
- A History of the Jewish people in the time of Jesus Christ 3-5 (1970)
- A History of the Jewish people in the time of Jesus Christ 1-2 (1891)

**Mixed works (3)**

- The history of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus Christ 1 (1987)
- The Literature of the Jewish people in the time of Jesus (1972)
- The History of the Jewish people in the age of Jesus 1 (1973)
See also

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (4)

Equivalent record in IdRef

Equivalent record in ISNI

Equivalent record in VIAF

Equivalent record in Wikidata